Norfolk County Council recognises the heritage value of the site with its Conservation Area status, locally listed buildings and its designated Schedule Ancient Monument.

We will develop a Heritage Strategy for the site based on the eight draft principles that we will:

- Retain and manage the designated heritage assets.
- Seek to retain and reuse the most significant undesignated heritage assets.
- Ensure that the most significant buildings are kept where possible.
- Preserve features such as military artwork where possible.
- Work to maintain and enhance the Conservation Area.
- Make the site's heritage accessible to local people and visitors.
- Record by record those heritage assets that cannot be preserved.
- Support all those who seek to keep the site's history alive.

Our initial ideas for possible heritage-related actions include:

- Reinstatement, in whole or in part, of historic routeways across the site.
- Vegetation management on the second World War Two fighter pen adjacent to Frogge Lane.
- Self-guided heritage tour leaflets, to be developed organically as different areas of the site become accessible.
- Site interpretation panels.
- Online heritage resources.
- A viewing platform.
- A programme of heritage and commemorative events.
- Guided walks.
- Interpretations of WW2 and Cold War aircraft in the fighter pen and blast walls.

It is planned to initially focus on opening the site for guided tours and then a phased opening of the site to the public using the woodland trails alongside Piggey Lane.